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Universal Consciousness Is the  
Next Step for Humanity

now more than ever, humankind is in need of devel-

oping its higher consciousness to heal itself and Earth and to 
experience life in a much more meaningful way. By expanding 
our consciousness, we can see the connections and unity that 
exist in all reality, and we might see objects with sharper col-
ors, hear sounds with greater clarity, or even experience two 
sensations simultaneously! In this book, you will explore the 
fascinating multidimensionality that is yours for the taking.

“You might think that the mind is in the cells, but in 
reality, the mind also exists as an energy field located in the 
aura, meaning the mind exists in a realm that in part is in 
the third dimension but also exists in other dimensions as 
well. The mind is naturally multidimensional.” — Vywamus

Chapters Include
•	 The Laws of Consciousness
•	 The Next Step for Humanity
•	 Thought Fields
•	 Superintelligence: A New Consciousness
•	 Quantum Cohesiveness
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 About the Author: 
David K. Miller has an extensive back-
ground in psychology and psychotherapy. 
After thirty-five years of conventional practice, 
David now focuses exclusively on soul 
psychology in his psychotherapy practice. 
He has developed several therapy techniques, 
penned many articles, and authored several books. David 
is also the founder of the international meditation group 
known as the Group of Forty. To learn more, go to www 
.GroupofForty.com.


